Abstract -By moving logic from switches to controller, OpenFlow enables fast and efficient implementation of new packet forwarding algorithms. In this paper, we propose the solution for flow based two-phase load balanced routing in data center networks based on OpenFlow.
I. INTRODUCTION penFlow protocol was introduced by academic community which needed the way of controlling packet switches for research purposes [1] . Traditionally packet switches are closed devices with proprietary hardware and software. Hence, researchers cannot modify the behavior of packet switches. With the introduction of OpenFlow they gained a tool with which they could create and control packet flows in the network. OpenFlow is standardized by Open Networking Foundation [2] .
The OpenFlow standard consists of two main parts: specification of switch functionality and specification of OpenFlow protocol.
In terms of switch functionality OpenFlow standard defines flow tables. Flow tables enable matching packets to flows, and performing actions such as packet modification and packet forwarding. Flow tables also contain counters which enable insight into network utilization. Beside flow tables, OpenFlow switches also provide group tables and meter tables.
In group tables, each entry contains sets of actions. These sets are referred to as buckets. Instead of defining actions, flow tables entries can refer to group table entries. Buckets enable operations such as broadcast, multicast, packet based load balancing and fast failover.
Meter tables enable flow rate limiting. Flow table entry  can reference meter table entry, and meter table entry limits the aggregate throughput of all flows which reference it.
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OpenFlow protocol. With OpenFlow protocol we can establish communication with switch, modify OpenFlow tables in switch in order to configure flows, and collect flow statistics.
In OpenFlow, algorithm for creating packet flows is located in a controller. Controller is an application which communicates with OpenFlow switches using OpenFlow protocol. Controller is typically executed on a general purpose computer.
Open-source extendable controller applications written in different programming languages have emerged in previous years. These applications handle low-level details of OpenFlow protocol communication and provide higher level APIs for configuration of OpenFlow tables on switches. For implementation of two-phase load balancing we have used Ryu controller [3] . Ryu is supported by telecommunications company NTT. It is written in Python programming language. This paper presents OpenFlow solution for two-phase load balancing. The two-phase load balancing improves the distribution of packet traffic across the network by using intermediate routing point [4, 5, 6] . Implementation of two-phase load balancing based on loose source routing is presented in [7] .
One important advantage of using OpenFlow is possibility to use lower cost switches that do not implement complicated protocols. Another advantage is the possibility of modification of routing algorithm by modifying the controller. Such modification is not possible with switches that have embedded software which is not accessible to users.
Paper [8] presents OpenFlow routing solution for fattree datacenter network topologies [9] . This solution performs load balancing by measuring link utilizations using OpenFlow. Load Balancing is performed by using Dynamic Load Balancing (DLB) algorithm proposed in that paper. Another OpenFlow load balancing proposal specialized for fat tree networks with different path selection algorithm, Global Load Balancing (GLB), is presented in [10] . In comparison with our proposal, proposals [8, 10] are limited to fat-tree topology, and they don't use aggregate flows or Proxy ARP procedure.
OpenFlow solution for Multipath TCP path assignment based on network topology is presented in [11] . This solution selects paths by minimizing the number of links shared between paths and path length. Multipath TCP proposal [12] uses the existence of multiple paths in data center networks and achieves more even network Two-Phase Load Balancing for Data Center Networks using OpenFlow Nataša Maksi , Member, IEEE O utilization by creating TCP subpaths. The second section of this paper describes possible paths of the packet through the network when using twophase load balancing. The third section describes OpenFlow solution for packet forwarding based on twophase load balancing. The fourth section discusses assignment of packet flows to paths using OpenFlow. The fifth section describes the procedure for discovering server location in the network. The sixth section discusses selection of the balancing router for the new flow. The seventh section contains the conclusion.
II. LOAD BALANCING PATHS
Data center networks contain large number of servers connected by communication network. In this paper we describe OpenFlow load balancing solution for data center networks.
Various topologies have been proposed for data center networks [9, 13, 14, 15, 16] . These topologies use costeffective high-radix switches in order to provide enough bandwidth for server communication. Resulting communication network has multiple communication paths between server pairs. In order to utilize network evenly load balancing is needed.
ECMP is used as load balancing protocol. This leaves the possibility of improvement which would perform load balancing over non-minimal cost paths. One such improvement is LB-ECR [6] , which combines ECMP and optimized two-phase load balancing in order to enable more even utilization of data center network and prevent congestion.
In this paper we propose OpenFlow solution for flowbased load balancing. In flow-based load balancing packets belonging to one flow are routed together over the same path. In order to accomplish load balancing different flows need to be assigned to different paths. Advantage of flow-based load balancing is in-order delivery of packets. In addition, flow congestion control is suited for transmission over single path.
In LB-ECR packet is routed from the source to the balancing switch and then to the destination. ECMP is used on both parts of the path. Optimization procedure is used to calculate which part of traffic will be routed over which balancing switch.
We configure one OpenFlow path for each possible path of the packet. Each OpenFlow path will incorporate one of the ECMP paths from the source switch to the balancing switch and one of the ECMP paths from the balancing switch to the destination switch.
Firstly, we will discuss the OpenFlow implementation of paths from the source switches over the balancing switches to the destination switches. Afterwards, we will discuss the algorithm for assigning packets to flows and flows to paths.
III. PATH CONFIGURATION
In order to configure paths between switches we extend the packet header with the information needed for routing based on flows. The OpenFlow standard supports multiple packet header extensions such as VLAN tags and MPLS and PBB headers. In this implementation we use VLAN tags.
Using VLAN tags, we create aggregate flows, which carry packets of multiple flows defined in switches attached to servers. In this paper, we will refer to these aggregate flows as paths. Since they are known in advance, aggregate flows are configured proactively, after the calculation of balancing parameters. By configuring aggregate flows, addition of new flow requires configuration only in switches attached to communicating servers. Also, introduction of aggregate flows will reduce the size of OpenFlow tables.
The OpenFlow standard supports actions for adding and removing VLAN tag. We use one value of VLAN tag for each path between source switch over balancing switch to the destination switch. In the source switch we add VLAN tag which will be used for forwarding packet towards the balancing switch. Based on this tag, packet will be forwarded through the network to the destination switch. Finally, in the destination switch we remove VLAN tag and forward the packet to the port on which server is attached.
Ryu controller provides API which enables us to configure forwarding based on VLAN tag. Python code which creates flow table entry for packet forwarding based on VLAN tag is shown in Figure 1 . table entry for packet forwarding based on VLAN tag Object match is configured with input port of the packet (in_port) and the VLAN tag of the packet (vlan). The flow table entry will be executed for packets arriving at port in_port with the VLAN tag vlan.
Variable ofparser is a reference to module that contains implementation of OpenFlow version which is used. We have used OpenFlow 1.3.
List actions is initialized with action OFPActionOutput and output port to which packet will be forwarded out_port. Object inst contains instruction to execute action in case of match.
Representation of OpenFlow flow table entry is created in object mod. Object datapath contains identifier of OpenFlow instance, which is a 64-bit number. Besides match and actions, we define priority of the table entry as 1 and idle timeout as 0. The value of 0 for idle_timeout defines that flow entry will not be removed in case of flow inactivity. Value greater than zero defines number of seconds after which flow will be deleted if no packets arrive. Finally, OpenFlow command for With the definition of the VLAN tags we have means of matching packets in order to forward them. Next, we need to define criteria for grouping packets to flows and assigning flows to paths.
IV. FLOW CONFIGURATION Flow needs to be assigned to path in the switch connected to the server. In the proposed solution all servers are located in one Ethernet LAN. When new flow is initiated between two applications executing on servers, MAC address of the destination server may not be present in ARP cache and ARP request is generated.
When the switch receives ARP request, it will forward this request to the controller. In our implementation these requests are automatically forwarded to the controller since they are not assigned to any path. The controller will inspect the message, and check whether the destination IP address belongs to known server. Controller keeps Ethernet addresses and IP addresses for all servers which have communicated previously.
If the controller has knowledge of the destination server then it will reply to the ARP request with the ARP response packet containing the MAC address of the switch port to which server is connected. This will result in a server sending the packet to the switch and prevent ARP request for entering the network.
When the server has acquired the MAC address of the switch it will start sending packets belonging to flow which have destination IP address of the other server. These packets may be UDP or TCP packets or ICMP packets like ping. With the information from this first packet, the controller can create flow table entries both on the switch connected to the source server and on the switch connected to the destination server. The match and actions parts of these entries are more complicated than those described in the previous section. match.set_in_port(in_port) match.set_dl_type(ether.ETH_TYPE_IP) match.set_ip_proto(inet.IPPROTO_TCP) match.set_ipv4_src(self.ipv4_to_int(pkt_ipv4.src)) match.set_ipv4_dst(self.ipv4_to_int(pkt_ipv4.dst)) match.set_tcp_src(pkt_tcp.src_port) match.set_tcp_dst(pkt_tcp.dst_port) Fig. 2 . Match rules for creation of TCP flow For UDP, TCP and ICMP packets match rules for packets arriving from server contain input port, EtherType field of Ethernet header, source and destination IP address and IP protocol type. In the case of UDP and TCP packets it also contains source and destination UDP/TCP port number. These rules are configured in the match object from Figure 1 . An example of match rules for TCP for packets arriving from server is shown in Figure 2 .
In Figure 2 , in_port represents number of switch port to which server is connected. Objects pkt_ipv4 and pkt_tcp represent IP and TCP parts of incoming packets. Objects pkt_ipv4 and pkt_tcp are obtained from the object that represents incoming packet by using one function call.
For packets arriving from the network which are destined to server, match rules include VLAN tag and also contain rules for matching EtherType field of Ethernet header to IPv4, source and destination IP address and IP protocol type. For UDP, TCP packets, match rules include source and destination UDP/TCP port number.
Action list for creating a flow contains several actions. For the packets that are received from the server first rule is to replace destination MAC address with the MAC address of the destination server. This is needed because server will send packet to the MAC address of the switch. Then the VLAN tag is added to the packet and packet is sent to the outgoing port. In Ryu, action rules are listed in actions list from Figure 1 . Action list for packets received from server is shown in Figure 3 . For packets which arrive from the network and which are destined to server, first rule is to remove VLAN tag and the second rule is to forward the packet to the port to which server is attached. This action list is shown in Figure 4 . It should be noted that parameter idle_timeout of the flow entries for packets entering and exiting the network is set to 5 seconds (Figure 1) . Hence, flows which are not active for 5 seconds will be erased from switches.
The case of destination server unknown to the controller is described in next section.
V. SERVER LOCATION If the destination server of ARP request is not known to the controller, then the controller will put the ARP request in the waiting list and perform search for the destination server. This search is performed by generating ARP requests in the controller for all the switches and instructing the switches to send them on ports to which servers are connected.
After the arrival of ARP response from any of the servers to its connected switch, the switch forwards the response to the controller, and the controller will add the server to the list of known servers. Then, the controller will search the ARP request waiting list, and send ARP response to the appropriate server. This response contains MAC address of the switch and it will enable the server to start sending packets belonging to the flow and the controller will continue with the procedure described in the previous section.
Extracting data from incoming ARP packets and generating new ARP packets is implemented by using Ryu libraries. Ryu libraries enable data extraction and packet generation for various protocols. Example shown in Figure  5 illustrates creation of ARP packet. Figure 5 creates object for Ethernet packet header with given source and destination MAC addresses and EtherType field of Ethernet header value for ARP protocol. The second line creates object for ARP packet with the given parameters. By using values 1 or 2 for opcode parameter we can create ARP request and response messages. Following lines in Figure 5 create and encode ARP packet.
VI. SELECTION OF FLOW PATH
Each of the configured paths carries packets over one of the balancing switches. Each assignment of flows to paths needs to be such that portion of traffic of the source switch directed towards balancing switch corresponds to calculated optimal value. In order to achieve that the controller measures throughput of each flow and calculates throughput towards each of the balancing switches. Then it assigns new flow to the balancing switch that has the largest difference between calculated and measured throughput.
Ryu controller provides API which enables periodic reading of transmitted packets and transmitted bytes per flow and per port. Based on this data controller can calculate needed throughputs towards balancing switches.
VII. CONCLUSION OpenFlow enables complete control of the network traffic from the controller. In this paper we present OpenFlow solution for flow based two-phase load balancing. This solution is intended for data center networks. The proposed solution requires no modifications of servers, which communicate in one Ethernet network. By using LB-ECR proposed solution enables more even utilization network and congestion avoidance.
By using OpenFlow, switches in network can be less expensive because they do not have to implement complicated protocols. They only need to support OpenFlow and to be fast enough to support packet throughputs required in data center. Additional advantage of using OpenFlow is the possibility of changing network operation by changing software of the controller, without the need for modification of switches.
